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What problems can Microsoft .NET solve? What architectural approaches does it  take to solve them? How do you start using .NET ,and how do you profit from it?  Get the answers to these questions and more in the third edition of this  popular, high-level .NET review—now updated for Microsoft Visual Studio .NET  2003 and .NET Framework version 1.1. Its organization makes it easy to decide  how deep technically you want to go. The author expertly covers a single topic  from the top down in each chapter, introducing simpler concepts first them  progressing to greater technical detail. He makes his points with a minimum of  jargon, a maximum of wit, a multitude of diagrams, and a wealth of meaningful  analogies and clear explanations. By the end of this illuminating walk through,  you’ll know enough about .NET to plan for the future of software as a Web  service.

Topics covered include:

	What the heck is .NET anyway?  
	.NET Framework objects  
	Microsoft ASP.NET and Web Forms  
	XML Web services  
	Microsoft ADO.NET  
	Handling XML  
	Events and delegates  
	Threads  
	Windows Forms  
	Data access  
	Bonus chapters on the Web about Windows Forms controls and Web Forms  controls 


New chapters in this edition:

	.NET Remoting  
	The Reflection namespace 
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Blog Design SolutionsFriends of Ed, 2006
Blogging has moved rapidly from being a craze to become a core feature of the Internet--from individuals sharing their thoughts with the world via online diaries, through fans talking about their favorite sports teams or music, right up to serious business minds discussing industry futures.
 
 And that includes you, right? If you haven't...
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Fundamentals of Digital Logic with VHDL Design with CD-ROMMcGraw-Hill, 2008

	Fundamentals of Digital Logic with VHDL Design teaches the basic design techniques for logic circuits. The text ptovides a clear and easily understandable discussion of logic circuit design without the use of unnecessary formalism. It emphasizes the synthesis of circuits and explains how circuits are implemented in real chips....
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3G Handset and Network DesignJohn Wiley & Sons, 2003
Prepare for a whole new world of added value through the effective application of Third Generation (3G) wireless technology
Written for hardware and software engineers, this hands-on guide shows you how to integrate handheld devices and cell phones with wireless network hardware and software. Geoff Varrall and Roger Belcher arm you with an...
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Mobile, Wireless, and Sensor Networks: Technology, Applications, and Future DirectionsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2006
The market for wireless communications has enjoyed tremendous growth. Wireless
technology now reaches or is capable of reaching virtually every location on the
face of the earth. Hundreds of millions of people exchange information every day
using laptops, personal digital assistants (PDAs), pagers, cellular phones, and other...
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Energy Metabolism and Obesity: Research and Clinical Applications (Contemporary Endocrinology)Humana Press, 2007

	This unique and authoritative book presents an up-to-date overview of the many aspects of energy balance and its relationships to disease processes resulting from excess energy consumption and storage. It provides a comprehensive treatment of important research and clinical aspects of energy metabolism and obesity. It will be a valuable...
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Windows 2000(r) Active Directory Survival Guide: Planning and ImplementationJohn Wiley & Sons, 1999
The biggest challenge and opportunity for IS departments approaching Windows 2000 is probably Active Directory (AD), which can reduce total cost of ownership (TCO) and simplify administration. For any IS professional or administrator, Windows 2000 Active Directory Survival Guide provides both a high-level introduction and a hands-on guide...
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